
 
 
 
 
  

 

GLOBAL JET UNVEILS ITS LATEST ADDITION TO ITS CHARTER FLEET -  

A BOMBARDIER GLOBAL 7500  

 

Global Jet, a leading company in private aviation, proudly announces the newest 

aircraft in its fleet, the Bombardier Global 7500. Setting new standards in the world 

of business aviation, this exceptional aircraft stands out as the largest, longest, and 

fastest in its class, offering an unparalleled experience for discerning passengers.   

 

The Bombardier Global 7500 boasts a spacious interior with four thoroughly designed 

cabin zones, ensuring a comfortable journey for up to 13 passengers. This innovative 

configuration allows for distinct areas dedicated to relaxation, work, and 

entertainment, making every flight a unique and personalized experience. The 

forward cabin offers a club suite with four ergonomic executive seats followed by a 

four-seat meeting and dining area opposite a club two. The mid cabin offers an 

entertainment suite with a three-place divan opposite a large TV screen. The 

afterward cabin is arranged in a master suite bedroom where guests will be able to 

relax and enjoy a proper bed.  

 

The Bombardier Global 7500, having an impressive range of 7700 nautical miles and 

a speed of Mach 0.925, is an ideal balance between speed, range, a comfortable 

ride, and exceptional short and long-field performance. Moreover, Passengers can 

enjoy a direct flight from Geneva to Bali and experience a rejuvenated journey, all 

thanks to Bombardier's Pũr Air system. This advanced air purification system 

incorporates a sophisticated HEPA filter, ensuring the air is purified and refreshed 

throughout the flight. 

 

Travelers can look forward to experiencing not only a reduced cabin altitude but also 

an exceptionally quiet cabin, measuring at just 50dB. The aircraft is equipped with 

the latest technology engines – GE Passport, which will increase efficiency, reduce 

noise level, deliver more reliability, lower emissions, and reduce maintenance costs.  



 
 
 
 
  

 

The aircraft's state-of-the-art technology is further exemplified by the Bombardier 

Vision flight deck, equipped with advanced fly-by-wire technology, ensuring the 

highest levels of safety and precision in every flight. To cater to the needs of today's 

connected passenger, the Global 7500 comes equipped with upgraded features, 

including Ka-Band WIFI, Bluetooth connectivity, USB-C and HDMI ports, ensuring 

that customers can stay connected and entertained throughout their journey. 

 

What truly sets this aircraft apart is the ease of control and personalization it offers 

to passengers. With two G7500 applications, travelers can effortlessly manage 

everything from lighting and temperature to music selection, flat-screen TV settings, 

and even window shades, all at their fingertips. 

 

Global Jet's commitment to providing top-notch service and luxurious travel 

experiences is now elevated to new heights with the introduction of the Bombardier 

Global 7500. This aircraft is set to revolutionize the way travelers perceive and enjoy 

private aviation. 

 

For inquiries, bookings, or further information about the Bombardier Global 7500, 

please visit our website or contact our charter sales team. 

 

Visit Global Jet’s website: GLOBALJET.AERO 

Contact: sales@globaljet.ch / +41 22 939 30 85 for your Charter Requests 

For marketing inquiries and HD pictures, contact: marketing@globaljet.ch 
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FLOORPLAN 

 

 

SPECIFICATIONS 
 
CABIN – 13 passengers 

YOM  December 2020 

Crew  2 Pilots and 1 Cabin Attendant 

Crew rest   Yes 

Bed capacity  3 Double + 3 Single 

Lavatory  Forward & afterward 

Pets allowed No 

  

 
DIMENSIONS  
 
Max. length  16.56 m  54 ft 4 in 

Max. width  2.10 m  6 ft 11 in 
Max. height  1.91 m 6 ft 3 in 
EQUIPMENT  



 
 
 
 
  

 

DVD Player  Yes 
 

Wifi  Yes KA-Band Wifi – at additional cost 

Satphone  Yes – at additional cost 

Iphone/Ipad  iPads available on board 

Galley  Fully equipped with a microwave oven, a Nespresso 
machine and hot catering 

Audio/Video Distribution 
System (AVDS) 

USB-C and HDMI ports 

 


